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Safe boating saves lives; 
Sturgeon viewed 

 
FWC Wildlife Officer Luke Davenport and Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 

Public Information Supervisor Karen Parker start the morning trip on Tuesday to promote safe 

boating. 
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     SANDY POINT – A boat ride Tuesday morning (May 17) starting from the banks off of Suwannee County 

along the Santa Fe River to that river’s confluence with the Suwannee River, and then downstream heading 

toward the Gulf of Mexico provided a chance for reminders about boating safety and an opportunity to view 

jumping sturgeons, an alligator and some birds.     Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission Public 

Information Supervisor Karen Parker of the Lake City regional office and FWC Officer Luke Davenport 

provided river transportation and insight about boating safety and sturgeon. 

 

 
A pileated woodpecker flies from a tree on the riverbank. 
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A great blue heron stands in the water near a big cypress knee. 

 

 
A common egret travels in the air near the river. 

 

 
This splash is from a big sturgeon hitting the water. The fish in the air photo was just missed. 

This is one of the many that got away. 
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A banded water snake makes its way across the river. This is not a venomous snake. 

 

     The FWC wants everyone to enjoy the waterways, Parker said, including during the Memorial Weekend. 

Using safe boating practices will let everyone go home after an adventure on the water, she added. 

     First – wear a life vest, Parker said. Many people know how to swim, she continued, however if a person falls 

off a boat and is knocked unconscious, they cannot swim. 

     Second – Be aware of what is going on around you while you are in a boat. Develop a 360-degrees sense of 

what is about you, because sometimes other boaters are inexperienced or do not take care while they are on the 

water. 

     A press release from the FWC urging boating safety was provided on Tuesday (May 17) too. 

     “Florida is a great place to enjoy boating year-round,” Maj. Richard Moore, leader of the FWC’s Boating and 

Waterways Section, said in the recent press release. “And even more people will be out on the water for the 

upcoming Memorial Day weekend. Both the holiday and National Safe Boating Week, May 2127, present an 

opportunity to emphasize the importance of remaining safe while boating. 

      “FWC officers are committed to keeping people as safe as possible, but we need the public’s help,” Moore 

continued. “We want to reach out to as many boaters as we can, to help them understand that most boating 

accidents are preventable.” 

     Other safety tips are to designate a sober boat operator, pay attention and keep a proper lookout, having an 

emergency locator beacon, file a float plan, and take a boating safety class. 

     According to the recently released FWC 2015 Boating Accident Statistical Report, there were 737 reportable 

boating accidents in Florida last year. 

     Many of those accidents could have been prevented if the boat operators had paid attention to everything 

going on around their vessel, maintained a proper lookout and if everyone had been wearing a life jacket. 

     More than 64 percent of the 55 boating-related deaths confirmed in 2015 were attributed to drowning, 

which life jackets are designed to prevent. 

     “A lot of people say they don’t wear life jackets because they are uncomfortable,” said Moore. “However with 

the inflatable models that are belt packs or suspenders, you hardly know you have one on. Our officers wear 

inflatable life jackets all the time while on the water.” 

     For a copy of the 2015 Boating Accident Statistical Report, visit MyFWC.com/Boating and select “Safety and 

Education” and “Boating Accidents.” 

~ 

http://myfwc.com/boating/safety-education/accidents/ 

~ 

http://myfwc.com/boating/safety-education/accidents/
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THE BOAT TRIP 

    The boat trip with Davenport and Parker on Tuesday morning unveiled a number of other boaters on that 

stretch of those rivers. Most of them were fishermen with boats that hugged the shoreline as they sought bream 

and other fish. 

     Only one boat operator needed to be reminded about running at a certain speed in certain areas. 

     Sturgeon were the fish being sought for photo opportunities. 

     Sturgeon in the Suwannee River are more abundant than they are in the Santa Fe River, however this 

species of fish are on both rivers. There was one occasion Tuesday where a sturgeon jumped from the 

Suwannee River about one minute before a boat crossed that very area at a relatively fast speed. 

     Like most wildlife photography, it takes patience and attention to capture a sturgeon on film or digitally. 

Another key is to find a good hunting area for the wildlife to be photographed. 

     The sturgeons on Tuesday were wily. They jumped only when cameras were pointing away from them. A 

method to cue the fish to jump on command had not been determined by the photographers at that time. 

 
Cypress trees at Sand Slough create a pretty picture on the Santa Fe River. 
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     Even what can be a relatively easy shot of an alligator on the 

banks of a river proved to be a tricky action. The long reptile 

may have sensed danger when the boat turned around to 

return for that photo opportunity, because he or she slid under 

the dark waters of the river – out of view. 

     Sturgeons are giant prehistoric fish that swim into the 

Suwannee River and Santa Fe River from the Gulf of Mexico 

each year in March or April, Parker said. They enter the rivers 

to spawn, Davenport mentioned. 

     They return to the Gulf between September and November, 

when the weather starts getting colder. They don’t eat much 

while they are in the rivers, and so when they get to the Gulf of 

Mexico, they chow down. 

     Fished commercially until 1984, the Gulf Sturgeon 

population had to be protected or they would have become 

extinct. That population now numbers only about 10,000, 

according to recent figures from biologists. 

     Wildlife Officer Davenport captained the 19-foot, 2003 

Pathfinder with its 150-hosrsepower, four-stroke Mercury 

engine during the morning review of a 10-mile to 15-mile 

stretch of the rivers. 

     Launching from the Suwannee County side of the Santa Fe 

River at Sandy Point, the party of sturgeon-searchers began 

idling downstream along the body of water that separates 

Gilchrist and Suwannee counties. 

     The FWC sturgeon exploratory mission eventually passed 

through the area where the Santa Fe River and Suwannee 

River meet. Parker said this area is among the eight most high 

traffic areas for seeing sturgeon jump. 

     There is a sign posted to warn boaters about the fish. 

     Continuing downstream to Rock Bluff, next to the 

Suwannee River relatively near the southwest side of Gilchrist 

County Road 340, the group floated and watched for sturgeon. 

     This is a high traffic area for jumping sturgeon. Yet another 

place to see these fish jump is near the U.S. Highway 19 bridge over the Suwannee River between Dixie and the 

Levy-Gilchrist counties’ area of Fanning Springs. 

     And the sturgeon may jump anywhere in the river. 

     The first jumping sturgeon seen on Tuesday was about seven feet long. It was the biggest noticed by the trio 

that morning. Approximately a half dozen other sturgeon launched into the air during the few hours’ review of 

the rivers. 

     At one point as the boat gently floated downstream, a baby sturgeon stuck its face out of the water just 

enough to “laugh” at a journalist-photographer who was not quick enough on the camera’s trigger to capture its 

little fish face poking above the surface of the river. 

     This beautiful stretch of river is even more fun for some fishermen and boaters when it is not full of other 

boaters and fishermen. The weekends show more boat traffic than on weekdays. 

     While there was a forecast of possible showers happening that Tuesday afternoon, the morning turned out to 

be picture perfect for a nice jaunt down and up the two rivers. 

      In 2006, FWC officials began working on a public awareness campaign to alert boaters to the risks of 

jumping sturgeon. 

     There are signs posted at many boat ramps along the Suwannee River to explain the risk from impacts with 
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these fish. And there are some signs in the rivers at some places. 

     Other signs boaters must notice are those that advise to slow to idle speed and to make as little wake as 

possible. 

     Part of safe boating includes conducting some research on the areas where a boating trip is planned. 

     Look for signs. Any vessel operating in a speed zone posted as "Idle Speed - No Wake" must operate at the 

minimum speed that allows the vessel to maintain headway and steerageway. 

~ 

 
     Any vessel operating in a speed zone posted as "Slow Down - Minimum Wake" must operate fully off plane 

and completely settled in the water. 

     The vessel's wake must not be excessive nor create a hazard to other vessels. 

     As for the fish of the day, the Suwannee River appears to support the largest viable population of Gulf 

sturgeon. 

     Biologists are unsure why sturgeons jump. One theory is that the fish jump to communicate. Another idea is 

that they jump to provide photographers with targets. 

     They do not jump to hurt boaters, Parker said. 

     “I have seen these collisions referred to as ‘attacks,’" Parker said "These fish are in no way attacking when 

they jump. They are simply doing what they have been doing for millions of years -- jumping. They aren’t 

targeting boaters.” 

     Parker said she has spoken with researchers who believe they jump to communicate with each other. 

Biologists have told her that the sound of a boat motor is not something that causes the fish to jump. 

     She has noticed that when the river water is high, the sturgeon jump less. Some individuals may say the 

correlation of less sturgeon collisions results from fewer boats being on the rivers when the water is so high 

that they must idle. 

     When the river level is low, the sturgeon congregate in the deeper pockets of the river, she said, and it is 

from there that they jump. 

     Gulf sturgeon can grow to become very big, exceeding eight feet in length and weighing 200 pounds. 

     They have five rows of rock-hard scutes along their sides, back and belly. When sturgeon and boaters collide, 

the results can be devastating. They are a prehistoric fish, and they look and feel like it with their armor-like 

covering that can cut human skin. 

     State and federal laws protect sturgeon, just like bald eagles, panthers and sea turtles. They were harvested 

for meat until they became in danger of extinction. Sturgeon eggs, or row, are caviar. Parker said she believes 

the Gulf Sturgeon caviar is not of the same quality of Russian caviar, and it is protected too. 

     Wildlife Officer Davenport is 29. He has been an FWC officer for more than six years. He wanted to be a 

wildlife officer ever since he was in eighth grade, he said. 
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     During hunting season, he is on the land more. During peak boating season, he enforces fishing and boating 

laws. One prime directive he expresses is his desire to help people. 

     When he is performing FWC law enforcement duties on the water, he enforces all state laws. Like other FWC 

wildlife officers, he is a state law enforcement officer with jurisdiction throughout the state. 

     When he is focusing on boater safety, he will approach a vessel or signal the person operating that boat to 

approach the FWC boat. He checks boat registrations. He looks at fishing licenses if the people are fishing. He 

checks for safety equipment like personal floatation devices (life vests), a horn or whistle. 

     If there are fish in the bait well, then those fish are inspected for size and to see if the fishermen have 

exceeded bag limits. 

    On occasion, some hunters or fishermen have be arrested or given citations for violating state laws. 

    A couple of fishermen were exceeding the rules for speed along one stretch of water Tuesday morning, and 

Davenport reminded them about that. 

     While he could have issued a citation, he said “Education goes a long way,” and the boaters were educated 

without having to pay a fine or contest the citation in court. 

     Tuesday provided another great morning to cruise downstream and upstream for a couple of hours. 

Davenport piloted the boat extremely well from launch to landing, and through the point of placing it back on 

the FWC trailer. 

     Parker made learning about the FWC an enjoyable adventure, as she always does. A good time was had by 

all. 

 
The confluence of the Santa Fe River and the Suwannee River creates a large area of open 

water. 
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Two old United States Navy boats find a place to rest on the river. Every boat has a number of 

stories. 

 

 
Looking at the Rock Bluff Bridge from an upstream vantage point. From this view, of the bridge 

that carries traffic on Gilchrist County Road 340, Gilchrist County is on the left and Dixie 

County is on the right. 

 
The bridge, which appears to be getting a fresh coat of paint, is seen here from the downstream 

point of view and Gilchrist County is on the right and Dixie County is on the left. This view 

shows a tanker truck is crossing. 


